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WEINER, DANIELMD FORNO, ERICKMD

Thank Yinz, Erick, for being such a great 
colleague and collaborator. Your 
expertise in so many areas has been 
invaluable to our Division and to me. 
Your flexibility and esprit du corps has 
been very appreciated over the last 
decade!

FELKER , JAMES MD COOPER, JAMES MD
He continually steps up and does more to 
help cover for others!

BHATNAGAR, SONIKAMD MOSS, DEBORAHMD

Deb,
Thank you for all that you do and all that 
you are!
Soniks

BHATNAGAR, SONIKAMD WATSON, KATHERINEMD

Kate,
Thank you for all that you do and that 
you are! I miss you!
Sonika

VIDAL-PHELAN, 
JOHANNAMD BHATNAGAR, SONIKAMD

Dear Johanna,
Thank you for all that you do and all that 
you are!
Sonika

GUYON-HARRIS, 
KATHERINEPhD RAGAVAN, MAYAMD

Thank you Maya for your advocacy 
around diversity, equity, and inclusion 
from clinical care to research to 
community partnerships. Your 
dedication to promoting health equity 
and linguistic justice is uplifting and 
inspiring. Our department, our patients, 
and our communities are so lucky to 
have you. 

VALENTE , MATTHEWMD RAGHU, VIKRAM MD, MS
Every day with a Vik sighting is just a 
liiiiittle bit better. 



TAVAREZ, MELISSAMD MARIN, JENNIFERMD

Thank you for making a switch with me 
last minute for a really crappy Sunday 
evening shift.  It allowed me to be at my 
dad's 80th birthday party and see lots of 
family.  So grateful!

NOVACK, SHIRAMD MORSI, AMRMD

Thank you for all the extra work you take 
on for our patients and getting our office 
to run efficiently!

CULYBA, ALISONMD,Phd TORRES, ORQUIDIAMD

You are an incredible physician and 
educator. You always go above and 
beyond to provide superb care to 
patients and to ensure a high-quality and 
equitable learning environment for 
residents and fellows. UPMC and Pitt are 
so lucky to have you! 

CULYBA, ALISONMD,Phd RAGAVAN, MAYAMD

Thank you for your amazing leadership, 
scholarship, and community 
engagement to promote language equity 
for children and families. You brought 
much-deserved recognition to the 
importance of language equity and I am 
so excited for the upcoming conference. 

CULYBA, ALISONMD,Phd RADOVIC, ANAMD

Thank you for your leadership and 
scholarship focused on youth mental 
health. You have helped me become a 
better doctor and researcher and 
equipped all of us in adolescent medicine 
with tools and skills to support youth 
mental health. 

VU-BOAST, BACH-MAI 
(KATHERINE)MD

LIBMAN DEGORDON, 
INGRIDMD Thanks for being a great mentor



WEST , LAURA MD CHONG, HEY JINMD, PhD

Thank you for all of your recent help and 
mentorship with my career 
development!

WEST , LAURA MD LARKIN, ALLYSON MD
Thank you for all of your Program 
Director training and mentorship! 

FUNARI , BRYAN MD WEINBERG, JACQUELINEMD

Always being a huge help at Magee with 
fetal and neonatal (and computer) 
questions. Thanks, Jackie. You’re the 
best!

TOROK, RACHELMD
KENNARD (LANFORD), 
LIZABETHMD

Libby is always willing to talk through 
tough cases and review difficult echo 
images. She is a wealth of knowledge and 
goes the extra mile to share her expertise 
with her colleagues. Thank you, Libby  for 
always being so kind and helpful!

TOROK, RACHELMD
MORELL (KRUSHANSKY), 
EVONNEDO

Evonne is very dedicated to the inpatient 
cardiology service and always willing to 
field questions about difficult clinical 
cases. She is a great mentor and colleague 
- thank you!

TOROK, RACHELMD WEINBERG, JACQUELINEMD

Jacqui has done an excellent job running 
the fetal echo lab with a focus on team 
building while improving patient care. 
She is a great physician and colleague, 
and she is always willing to help others. 
Thanks, Jacqui!

KLOESZ, JENNIFERMD AZZUQA, ABEERMD
Thank you for everything you do to keep 
our CHP NICU running so smoothly!



KLOESZ, JENNIFERMD KIGER, JAMESMD
Thank you for everything you do to keep 
our CHP NICU running so smoothly!

KLOESZ, JENNIFERMD 
SCHWABENBAUER, 
KATHLEENMD

Thank you for everything you do to keep 
our MWH NICU running so smoothly!

BURMAN, DEEPAMD
TAYLOR , JANE 
MD,MSCR,FAAP

Thank Yinz Jane for always being a 
supportive colleague, friend and guide. I 
cannot possibly list all the ways the you 
have inspired me and other people. Also, 
Thank Yinz for being a fellow taekwondo 
mom who also shares the love for 
astronomy and teaching ! You are 
awesome 👏

SOUNG , JANE MD FUHRMAN, DANADO, MS

Thank you so much for constantly 
working hard to help facilitate a learning 
environment for our PEM fellows. We are 
so grateful for you and your interest in 
our fellow education. Many many 
thanks! Jane and Mel 

SOUNG , JANE MD KINNANE, JANETMD

Thank you for always taking photos and 
sending them to me for the CHP PEM IG 
page! I really appreciate your help and 
support of the page. It means a lot.
Jane 

KAZMERSKI, TRACIMD,MS DICICCO, LEIGH ANNEMD
Thank Yinz for being a great doctor and 
great listener.  You're the best.



KAZMERSKI, TRACIMD,MS GAIETTO, KRISTINAMD

Thank Yinz for being a great colleague!  
I'm consistently thrilled that you are in 
the Division of Peds Pulm! :)

KAZMERSKI, TRACIMD,MS MATHEO KASS, LORETAMD

Thank yinz for all your support for the 
Transition program and generally!  We 
are so so lucky to have you as a Vice Chair 
and a colleague!

MILLER, BENJAMINMD CRITELLI , KRISTEN MD

Dr. Critelli is one of my favorite 
subspecialists to consult. She is always 
happy to see patients and offers 
tremendous insight into their care. Her 
documentation is thorough and often 
enlightening. She follows up both with 
our team and with the family 
consistently, appropriately closing all 
communication loops. She is a great 
colleague to have here at CHP. 

SALADINO, RICHARDMD CONTI, KAVITHAMD

Kavitha has taken on a huge role as 
associate vice chair for clinical affairs. 
Already incredible value added to the 
collective efforts to help the Department 
of Pediatrics and the hospital work 
through our incredible increase in 
volumes. She takes ownership of 
everything she does!

SOUNG , JANE MD COFFEY , KARA MD

Thank you for always being my go to 
allergy consult whenever I need it in the 
ED—day or night. And thank you for 
being a listening ear and great friend 
through all these years of training to 
faculty! 



TRUCCO, SARAMD FEINGOLD, BRIANMD

For always being willing to help me with 
any heart failure or pulmonary HTN 
question (of which I have had many in 
recent clinics!).

TRUCCO, SARAMD
KENNARD (LANFORD), 
LIZABETHMD

Thank you for all your echo and single 
ventricle help! You are very busy but 
never turn away my millions of clinical 
questions! 

TRUCCO, SARAMD BEERMAN, LEEMD

No matter how busy you may be, you are 
never too busy to answer an EP question 
with a smile. I have been learning from 
you for years and hope to continue for 
years to come. Thank you!

SCHWEIBERGER, 
KELSEYMD RAGAVAN, MAYAMD

Thank you for always fighting the good 
fight, for helping me navigate academia, 
and for covering my inbox while I’m 
gone! I am so grateful to have you as a 
colleague!

SCHWEIBERGER, 
KELSEYMD RAY, KRISTINMD

Thank you for reading countless drafts of 
grants, helping me to advocate for 
myself, creating a safe space, and for 
covering my inbox! You are an amazing 
colleague and friend and I just want to 
thank yinz! 



KINNANE, JANETMD ESLAMI, PEGEENMD

A gifted musician, baker and clinician 
who offers up
her baked goods every week in the 
emergency room, has open public 
musical concerts in her home and 
manages a full load of ER shifts with 
aplomb.   

BERGER, RACHELMD
WOLFORD, JENNIFERDO, 
MPH

Jen went to Mercy hospital to see a burn 
patient for me because she was already 
downtown for another reason. This was a 
lot of work for her and saved me a lot of 
time. 

BERGER, RACHELMD COOMBS, CARMENMD

Carmen went to the PICU after an 
overnight shift to complete a time 
sensitive patient care task.

CUMMINGS, ERIN MD DICICCO, LEIGH ANNEMD
Two words- morale cake. Thank you for 
boosting us all today!!

CHONG, HEY JINMD, PhD MARIN, JENNIFERMD I appreciate you so much!!!
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